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SUMMARY 

Static lateral- end longitudinal-stability teste were made of a 
O.l&scale model of a projected, l-spect-ratio, supersonic airplane 
at low and high subsonic Mach numbers. The wing of the model was 
equipped with leading-edge flaps and employed a modified double--wedge 
airfoil with sharp leading and trafling edges. An alL*ovable tail 
provided longitudinal control. 

The results of the tests show a gradual increase in lift--Curve slope 
for Mach numbers up to 0.925 and indicate no large decreases in the 
stalling lift coefficient throughout the Mach number range of the tests. 
Deflecting the leadiwdge flaps ticreased the lift coefficient at the 
stall and at the lower Mach numbers improved the drag characteristics. 
Although a slight increase in drag coefficient occurred at a Mach ntrmber 
of 0.925, the Mach number for drag divergence was not reached within 
the Mach number range of the test. 

The fins, which were intended to stabilize the fuselage nose when 
jettisoned for pilot escape, reduced the model stabflity to such an 
extent that their use was considered impractical. Without the nose fins, 
the static longitudinal stability was satisfactory and the most forward 
position of the neutral point was at approximately 19 percent of the 
mean aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of 0.80. The effectiveness of 
the tail for providing control was retained to a Mach number of 0.95, 

Without the nose ftis, the directional stability of the model was 
considered high although not excessive for Mach nzmihers of the test. 

INTRODUCTICN 
. 

This report presents the results of hi-peed win&tunnel tests 
of a 0.16scale model of the projected X-3 (Air Force project ~~436) 
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airplane. This airplane has a 1orJLaspectcratio wing and tail with sharp 
leading and trailing edges and is designed for supersonic speeds. 

The tests were conducted at the request of the U. S. Air Force to 
investigate the lateral- and longitudinal-stability and control charac- 
teristics in the low and high subsonic speed ranges, and were made in the 
Ames 16-foot hi-peed wind tunnel. 

During the tests, undesirable changes in the longitudinal stability 
near the stall were noted. Consequently, the testing was terminated and 
the model was transferred to one of the Ames 7- by X&foot wind tunnels 
where the stability problem could be studied more economically. 

COEFFICIENTSAND SYMBOLS 

Pitching moments, yawing moments, and rolling moments were computed 
with respect to mutually perpendicular axes that passed through the 
center of gravity of the model. One axis coincided tith the fuselage 
reference line while another was parallel to the wing 75percentrchord 
line. The center of gravity was assumed to lie on the fuselage reference 
line and above the 15percent point of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. 

The horizontal-tail hinge moments were camputed tith respect to a 
lateral axis passing through the *percent point of the mean aerodynamic 
chord of the exposed tail. 

The coefficients and symbols used in this report are &fined as 
follows: 

CD drag coefficient 
( > 

drag 
qs 

Cht horizontal-tail hinge-moment coefficient 
horizontal-tail hinge moment 

qSteFt > 

CL lift coefficient 
( > * 

% tail lift coefficient 
(Y) 

Cm pitching- nt coefficient 

A% increment of cross-;wind-force coefficient 
Increment of cross-wind force 

ss > 

. 
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increment of drag coefficient increment 
( 

of drag 
ss > 

increment of lift coefficient increment 
( 

of lift 
ss > 

Increment of rolling+noment coefficient 
increment 

( 
of rolling moment 

fm > 

increment of pitchinment coefficient 
Increment 

( 

of pitching moment 
s= > 

increment of yawoment coefficient 
of yawing moment 

0 > 

angle of attack of the fuselage reference line tith respect to the 
wind axis, degrees 

increment of angle of attack, degrees 

leading--edge flap deflection, posftive downward, degrees 

trailing-edge flap deflection, positive downward, degrees 

effective doxnwash angle at the tall, degrees 

angle of yaw of the fuselage reference line withrespect to the wind 
axis, degrees 

1~8s density in the free stream, slugs per cubic foot 

mass density at the tail, slugs per cubfc foot 

aspect ratio 

wing span, feet 

horizontal-tail span, feet 

wing chord, feet 
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mean aerodynamic chord of the wing 
/Ibi2 c2 *\ 
I 
is' 

b" 2 ! , feet 
c dy: 

tail chord '\ 0 / 

mean aerodynamic chord of the exposed horizontal tail 

6:: :I::::) , feet 

horizontal tail incidence with respect to the fuselage reference 
line, positive with the trailing edge downward, degrees 

free-stream Mach number 

freestream dynamic pressure &SF , pounds per square foot 
( > 

dynamic pressure at the tail ($wt2) , pounds per square foot 

Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing 

wing area, square feet 

tail area, square feet 

exposed tail area, square feet 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

velocity at the tail, feet per second 

perpendicular distance along the wing semispan from the model pme 
of symmetry, feet 

perpendicular distance along the horizontal-tail semispan from 
the model plane of symmetry, feet 

MODELANDAPPARATUS 

The O.l&scale model of the X-3 airplane, shown in figure 1, was 

. 

furnished by the Douglas Aircraft Company. The VFng of the model had an 
aspect ratio of 3.01 and a thickness of 4.5 percent of the chord. The 
wing and vertical tail had symmetrical hexagonal sections with rounded 
corners at 30- and TO-nercent chord and relatively sharp leading and 
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trailing edges. Outboard of station 3.095 (inches model scale), the 
horizontal tail had the same section as the wing and vertical t&L 
Between stations 3.095 and 0.377 (the fuselage juncture), the section 
changed to a symmetrical diamond with rounded corners at 5C+percent 
chord. The pertinent dimensions of the model are listed in table I. 

The wing had plain fulLspan leadingedge flaps of constant chord 
(13.45 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord). Fartial--span, split, 
trailing-edge flaps having a chord of 25 percent of the wing chord 
extended from the wing-fuselage juncture to the aileron (4-6.6 percent 
of the semispan). An aileron was provided on the left wing. The external 
brackets for the leadimdge flaps and ailerons of the full-scale airplane 
were simulated on the model. The all+novable horizontal tail was provided 
with an electric resistanc~type strain gage for measuring hinge moments. 
The vertical tail had a movable rudder. The lea-e flaps, aileron, 
and rudder had radius noses with unsealed gaps that could be considered 
negligible. 

The stabilizing fins for the jettisonable nose had a circular-arc 
cross section with sharp leading and trailing edges. In the normal 
position, the fins were mounted at 4, 8, and 12 o*clock locations, while 
for the alternate position they were at the 2, 6, and 10 o*clock loca- 
tions. Themodelwas furnishedwithlanding gesr andlandimear doors 
as shown in figure 2. Air scoops were not installed during the test 
program. The complete model as discussed in this report includes the 
fuselage, tail boom, canopy, wing and empennage, nose fins, and the 
external brackets for the leadingedge flaps and ailerons. Unless other 
wise noted, the flaps and control surfaces were undeflected and the tail 
incidence was O". 

The tests were conducted in the Ames l&foot hi-peed wind tunnel. 
The model was mounted on the sting-type support system as shown by 
figures 2, 3, and 4. Forces and moments on the model were measured by 
an electric resistancetype stra-ge balance enclosed within the 
model. This balance is capable of measuring four components of force 
and moment. With the model upright, normal force, chord force, pitching 
moment, and rolling moment were measured. With the wing in a vertical 
plane, the model could be yawed and the side force, yawing martent, and 
rolling moment determined. Figure 5 shows the position of the model 
during the yaw tests. The angles of attack or yaw of the model were 
measured visually with a protractor mounted outside of the tunnel test 
section. 

. The following values in coefficient form are the estimated maximum 
errors of measurement at Mach numbers of 0.40 and 0.90: 
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M EL Lb c, EL ac, cc, 
0.40 50.015 io.0023 rto.003 fO.002 f0.002 ~0.015 

090 f ,009 k.0014 2.002 f-001 f.OO1 *.oog 

. 

The angles of attack or yaw are believed to be correct within f0.2O. 

The results have been corrected for the effects of the wind-tunnel 
walls by the addition of the following (reference 1): 

ACS (deg) = 0.164 CL 

= 0.0029 CL2 

aC, = 0.0019 CL 

Corrections for the effect of the tunnel walls on the angle of yaw are 
considered negligible and have been omitted. 

Interference effects of the sting support were determined at low 
speed by testing the model in the Ames 7- by lO-foot wind tunnel, with 
and without a dummy sting behind the fuselage (fig. 6). At a given 
angle of attack, the interference effects are believed not to vary with 
Mach number. Unpublished data m file at this Laboratory support this 
belief for Mach numbers up to 0.90. Interference tares, as applied to 
the data, are presented in figure 7. 

Constriction corrections to account for the blocking effect of the 
model in the tunnel test section were applied according to the method 
of reference 2. The Mach number correction amounted to 0.40 percent at 
0.70 Mach number and 1.45 percent at 0.90 Mach number. 

Pressares were-measured at five points on the flat base of the 
fuselage (the area occupied by the tail-pipe outlets of the airplane) 
and the drag data were corrected to correspond to free-stream static 
pressure over this area. 

TESTS 

Tests were made of the complete model with the nose fins in the 
normal and alternate positions and without the nose fins to evaluate 
their effect upon the longitudinal-stability characteristics. The 
complete model less the empennage and the nose fins was also investi- 
gated to determine the effect of the empennage on the stability and to 
estimate the downwash characteristics at the tail. The effectiveness 
of the horizontal tail w&s measured with the nose fins in the normal 
position. 
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The effect of the leading-edge flaps on the longitudinal-stability 
and lift characteristics of the model was evaluated from tests of several 
configurations with the leading-edge flaps deflected. The stability and 
lift characteristics of the ccrmplete model with and without the nose fins 
but with the landing gear extended and the lea- and trail-dge 
flaps deflected were also obtained. 

Tests were conducted of the complete model without the nose fins and 
with and without the empennage to evaluate the lateral- and directional- 
stability characteristics in yaw with the rudder undeflected. 

The average Reynolds numbers of the test, shown in figure 8, 
increased from 2,l20,000 to 4,920,OOO as the Mach number was varied fram 
0.25 to 0.925. 

Figures 7 through 43 represent practically all the data that were 
taken during the test. Although same of the figures are not discussed in 
detail, they have been included in the report as they are believed to be 
of interest and value to the manufacturer and to users of the airplane. 
An index of the figures giving aerodynamic data is presented in table II. 

Lift Characteristics 

Model without the nose fins.- The variation of lift coefficient 
with angle of attack (fig. g(a)) was essentially linear up to the stall 
at all Mach numbers of the test. The slopes of the lift curves increased 
gradually as the Mach nmber was increased to 0.925 and are in reasonable 
agreement with the calculated theoretical values (fig. 33) using the 
method of reference 3 for a wing of aspect ratio 3.01 at Mach numbers 
below about 0.80. At Mach numbers above 0.80, the theoretical slopes are 
greater than the experimental. The large reduction in lif tecurve slope 
that is characteristic of thicker wings of higher aspect ratio did not 
occur at any Mach number within the limit of the test. 

With the lea-dge flaps undeflected, the model stalled at en 
angle of attack of about l2O at a Mach number of 0.25 and at slightly 
lower angles of attack at the higher Mach numbers. The lift coefficient 
at the stall varied from about 0.70 at a Mach number of 0.25 to 0.66 at 
a Mach number of 0.80. For Mach numbers above 0.85, the stall was not 
reached within the angle-of-ttack range of the test, but the data 
indicate a marked inorease in the lift coefficient at the stall as shown 
in figure g(a). The lift beyond the stall, as indicated by unpublished 
data from the Ames 7' by l+foot wind tunnels and froan wing pressure 
distribution, was composed primarily of a combination of fuselage lift 
and increased pressure over the lower surface of the wing. 
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Deflecting the leading-edge flaps increased the lift coefficient 
at the stall for all Mach numbers of the test. (See figs. 10(a), 17(a), 
and 18(a).) A comparison of the lift curves of the model in various 
configurations (fig. 24) shows that, at 0.40 Mach number, deflecting 
the lead-dge flaps 30° delayed the stall from about l2O to 17O angle 
of attack and increased the lift coefficient at the stall from 0.71 
to 1.03. 

Model with the nose fins.- At 0.25 Mach number, the additiou of 
the nose fins in the normal position (fig. 11(a)) caused the stall to be 
delayed to an angle of attack of approximately lge. The maximum lift 
coefficient at the first stall was increased from 0.71 to 1.00 at a Mach 
number of 0.25. This increase in maxImum lift coefficient is believed 
due primarily to the side nose fins turning the air downward as it 
approached the wing roots, thereby decreasing their effective angle of 
attack. Thus the separation of the flow from the wing was delayed until 
a higher angle of attack was reached. QE addition of the nose fins 
caused only slight changes in the slopes of the lift curves and in the 
angles of attack for zero lift (figs. g(a) and II(a)). 

Model in the landing configuration.- The l$ft curves of the model 
in the landing configuration (leading- and trail-e flaps deflected 
and the landing gear extended) with the nose fins in the normal position 
and without the nose fins are shown in figure 20(a). A maximum lift 
coefficient of approximately 1.38 was attained with or without the nose 
fins for the same flap and horizontal-tail settings. From wind--tunnel 
tests of a wing of similar section with an aspeot ratio of 4, the effect 
of Reynolds number on the maximum lift coefficient appeared to be of 
little significance (references 4 and 5). Thus it seems that the value 
of maximum lift coefficient attained by the model would probably be 
close to that for the full-scale airplane if allowance is made for the 
tail lift necessary to balance the airplane. 

Static Longitudinal Stability and Control 

Model without the nose fins.- Figure g(b) shows that the variatiou 
of pitchimoment coefficient with lift coefficient was not linear at 
any of the test Mach numbers, but indicates that the model was stable 
for lift coefficients below the stall. 
(- acdacL),, W&S, in general, 

The static longitudinal stability 
less in the region of about 0.3 lift 

coefficient than above or below this region for Mach numbers below 0.85 
(fig. 9(b) > . 

The variation of neutral point tith Mach number shown in figure 33 
for lift coefficients of 0 and 0.3 indicates that the most forward 
position of the neutral point wa_s approxmte.y J.9 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of about 0.80. Thus with the center 
of gravity at 15 percent of the mean aeromc chord, a minimum 
stability margin of about 4 percent was retained. 
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The pitching-mament characteristics of the model without the 
empennage (fig. 10(b)) show a marked increase in stability (- &m/&D),, 
at lift coefficients between about 0.35 and the stall. Since the 
fuselage alone without the nose fins is definitely unstable (fig. 23(a)), 
the positive stability in this region is believed to be due to the rapid 
rearward movement of the area of separated flow on the upper surface of 
the wing as the angle of attack was increased. (See photographs of tufts, 
fig. 37.) 

Figure 31 shows the variation of the pit&in-e& coefficient 
with Mach number for the modeltith and without the empennage. A 
pitching4own tendency developed at a Mach number of approximately 0.85 
as indicated by the decrease in pitcbing+noment coefficient for constant 
lift coefficients. 

A comparison of the tail--on and tail--off pitching-mament charact- 
istics (fig. 23) indicates that the tail was destabilizing for angles of 
attack between l&O and 18O. It is believed that this destabilizing 
action was due to a changing downwash pattern over the tail in the angle- 
of-attack region beyond the wing stall. The downwash over the tail 
(fig. 35) calculated fram tail-on and tail--off pitching-morment data shows 
that the rate of change of downwash with angle of attack was approximately 
1.0 at l&O angle of attack and the rate was increasing with angle of 
attack. Whenever the effective downwash increases faster than the angle 
of attack [(de/dcc)>l.O] the tail action is destabilizing. 

Model with the nose fins.- The pitchiwmnt characteristics of 
the model with the jettisonable-nose fins in the normal position are 
presented in figures ll(b) and 12(b). Instability occurred at a lift 
coefficient of approximately 0.6 for Mach ntnubers of 0.80 and lower. 
The effect of the nose fins on the pitchiug+nome nt characteristics of 
the model ie shown in figures 22 and 23. A greater destabilizing effect 
occurred with the fins in the alternate position than in the normal 
position at 0.40 Mach nmber for lift coefficients less than approxi- 
mately 0.6. 

Figure 34 shows the effectiveness of the tail Q%.&~ 
for several Mach numbers. The general decrease of tail effectivegess 
with angle of attack is presumed to be caused by the tail entering a 
region of loue=nergy air. The tail effectiveness generally increased 
with increasing Mach number to a value of 0.073 per degree at 0.90 Mach 
nu&er and O" angle of attack. 

Effect of the lea-e flaps.- Figures 13(b), 14(b), and 15(b) 
present data for leawdge flap angles of 10°, 20°, and 30°, respe- 
tively, for the model with the nose fins in the normal position. 
Deflecting the leading-edge flaps did not alleviate the instability 
that occurred at a lift coefficient of approximately 0.6. A pitching- 
down tendency that occurred at approximately 0.85 Mach number x&s not 
changed significantly by deflecting the leading-edge flaps 30' (fig. 32). 
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The pitching-mament characteristics of the model with the leading- 
edge flaps deflected but without the nose fins are presented in fig- 
ure 25. Although deflecting the flaps 30’ produced only 8m~~l-l. changes 
in the longitudinal stability, the lift coefficient for balance was 
reduced significantly. 

Model in the landing configuration.- The longitudinal.tability 
characteristics (fig. 20(b)) show that the model with the nose fins in 
the normal position and with a tail incidence of j" became highly 
unstable for lift coefficients between about 0.8 and the stall. Without 
the nose fins, the model became neutrally stable at a lift coefficient 
of about 0.8 end only slightly unstable at the stall. The destabilizing 
effects of the nose fins for this configuration appear to make their use 
impractical. Unpublished l-speed wind-tunnel data indicate that by 
modifying the landinggear doors and moving the center of gravity 
slightly forward, satisfactory static longitudinal stability for land- 
can be obtained for the model without the nose fins. 

Horizontal-tail hinge moments.- Although only slight variations of 
hinge-moment coefficient with lift coefficient occurred below the stall 
for the model without the nose fins (fig. g(d)), a large decrease In 
hinge-moment coefficient followed the stall. This decrease was probably 
caused by a change in the downwash pattern at the tail. The negative 
hinge moments that occurred at lift coefficients below the stall, 
although increasing with Mach number, could be significantly reduced by 
a fixed tab. 

From the limited data available (fig. 36), deflecting the leading- 
edge flaps did not significantly change the horizontal-tail hinge-moment 
characteristics below the stall, nor did decreasing the tail incidence 
from O" to -5’ increase the hinge moments significantly. Thus, it 
appears that the tail was well-balanced aerodynamically in the region 
of O" to +O incidence of the tail. 

Lateral and Directional Stability 

Model without the nose flns.- The lateral and directional stability 
characteristics of the model with the empennage on and off and the rudder 
undeflected are shown in figure 21. Adding the empennage increased the 
side force on the model approximately 100 percent for angles of yaw less 
than 100. The directional stability of the model (- &!n/%) hada 
value of about 0.008 between O.&O and 0.85 Mach numbers and i&eased 
to 0.010 at 0.925 Mach number. Although these values are considered high, 
they might be.less for the full-scale airplane because of the elastic 
deflection of the tail boom. The model was directionally unstable with 
the empennage off at all Mach numbers. 
due t0 yaw (acz/alk>, 

The rollIng+n~ent coefficient 
had a constant value of approximately 0.0022 for 

all Mach numbers below 0.925 (fig. 21(c)). This rollin@pmcrment 

. 

. 
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coefficient was primarily due to the action of the vertical-tail 
surface. Thus it appears that with the rudder deflected there is a 
possibility that the roUing+nment characteristics would be unfavorable. 

Drag Characteristics 

Model without the nose fins.- Although a slight increase indrag . . . 
coefficient is apparent at a Mach number of 0.925 (fig. g(c)), the Mach 
number for drag divergence, as indicated by a marked increase in drag 
coefficient, was not reached within the Mach number range of the test. 
The minimum drag coefficient was approximately 0.022. From the varia- 
tion of drag coefficient with lift coefficient, it apms that the 
increment of drag coefficient wdth Increasing lift was approximately 
2CD2/7cA or twice the induced drag coefficient predicted by simple air- 
foil theory. 

The drag characteristics tith the lea-dge flaps deflected 
(fig. 27) show that,at 0.40 Mach number, a reduction in drag occurred 
at the higher lift coefficients when the flap angle was increased to 
30% For Mach nmbers of 0.40 to 0.80 and between lift coefficients of 
0.1 and at least 0.7, the drag was reduced by deflecting the lead- 
edge flaps loo (fig. 27). Thus it appears that, for cruising at high 
subsonic Mach numbers, deflecting the leadingedge flaps in the 
neighborhood of loo would be beneficial. 

Model with the nose fins.- Figure 30 presents data show- the 
effect of several changes in configuration on the variation of drag 
coefficient with lift coefficient. At 0.40 Mach number with the 
leading-edge flaps deflected 30°, adding the nose fins in the normal 
position increased the drag coefficient over most of the lifl+coefficient 
range. However, at 0.80 and 0.90 Mach numbers the data indicate that 
the drag was slightly reduced by adding the nose fins. 

Figure 30(a) shows that, at O.&O Mach nlzmber, the optimum flap 
angle for reducing the drag at lift coefficients between 0.25 and 0.88 
was approximately 20'. At the higher Mach numbers (figs. 30(b) and 
30(c)), increasing the deflection of the leading-edge flaps increased 
the drag at most lift coefficients. 

Wing and Fuselage Tuft Studies 

Model without the nose fins.- Photographs of tufts Indicating the 
flow over the upper surface of the model in pitch (figs. 37 to 40) 
Indicate two distinct stall patterns on the wing. At Mach numbers below 
0.80, the flow became rough or separated near the leading edge at an 
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angle of attack of approximately 4O. This roughness or separation pr* 
gressed toward the trailing edge as the angle of attack was increased. 
At an angle of attack of 12 o the upper surface was completely stalled. 
For Mach numbers of 0.90 and 0.925, the separation began at the trailing 
edge at an angle of attack of approximately 5’ and progressed toward the 
leading edge. 

With the model at en angle of attack of 6.2O and between Mach 
numbers of 0.40 and 0.80, roughness or separation of the flow increased 
over the trailing wing as the angle of yaw increased (figs. 4lto 43). 
This roughness or separation originated from the leading edge near the 
tip and progressed inboard and aft. The amount of roughness or separa- 
tion of the flow over the leading wing did not appear to increase with 
angle of yaw. 

CONCLUDINGREMARKS 

The results of lateral- and longitudinal-stability tests of the 
O.l&scale X-3 (m-656) model show a gradual increase in lift-curve 
slope for Mach numbers up to 0.925 and indicate no large decreases in the 
stalling lift coefficient throughout the Mach number range of the tests. 
Deflecting the leading-edge flaps Increased the lift coefficient at the 
stall and at the lower Mach numbers improved the drag characteristics. 
Although a slight increase in drag coefficient occurred at a Mach number 
of 0.925, the Mach number for drag divergence was not reached withti the 
range of the test. 

AddIng the jettisonabl*nose fins affected the stability character- 
istics to such an extent that their use was considered impractical. For 
the model without the nose fins, the static longitudinal stability was 
satisfactory and the most forward position of the neutral point was at 
approximately 19 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord at a Mach number 
of 0.80. The effectiveness of the tail for providing control was 
retained to a Mach number of 0.925. 

Without the nose fins, the directional stability of the model was 
considered high, although not excessive for Mach numbers of the test. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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. 
TABLF: I.- MODEL DIMEXSIONS 

Wing 

Area,aqft ...................... 4.094 
Aspect ratio ..................... 3.01 
Taperratio. .......... .-. ......... 0.4 
Span,ft ....................... 3.51 
Root section (at plane of symmetry) chord, ft ..... 1.666 
Thickness, percent of chord .............. 4.5 
Dihedral (wing reference plane), deg ......... 0 
Incidence, deg .................... 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft .............. 1.23: 
Sweepback (75percentcchord line), deg ........ 0 

Aileron 

Span,ft ....................... 0.526 
Wing station at inner end, ft ............. 1.227 
Wing station at outer end, ft ............. 1.753 
Chord at inner end, ft ................ 0.241 
Chord at outer end, ft ................ 0.167 

Horizontal tail 

Area,sqft ...................... 0.794 
Area, exposed, sq ft ................. 0.701 
Aspect ratio ..................... 
Taperratio ...................... ","i 
Span,f-t ....................... 1.5t7 
Tail length (center of gravity to one--quarter mean 

aerodynamic chord of horizontal tail), ft ...... 3.393 
Section at spanwise station (fuselage juncture), 0.377 in. 

Chord,ft ...................... 0.752 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 7.5 

Section at spanwise station, 3.095 in. 
Chord, ft ....... :. .......... : .. 0.587 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 4.5 

Tip section - 
Chord.ft ...................... 0.294 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 4.5 

Dihedral, deg ..................... 0 
Incidence ... .- .................. variable 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ............ -. . 0.545 
Mean aerodynamic chord, exposed, ft .......... 0.521 
Sweepback (5C+percen%chord line), deg ........ 23 

. 
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TABm I.-CONCLUDED 
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Vertical tail 

Area,sqft ...................... 0.678 
Aspect ratio ..................... 1.32 
Taperratio ...................... 0.25 
Span,ft ................... . .... 0.947 
Tail length (center of gravity to one--quarter mean 

aerodynamic chord of vertical tail), ft ....... 3.410 
Root section 

Chord,ft ...................... 1.147 
Thicknees, percent of chord ............. 4.5 

Tip section 
Chord,ft ...................... 0.287 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 4.5 

Mean aerodynamic chord, ft .............. 0.802 
Sweepback (+percen%chord line), deg ........ 0 

Rudder 

span, ft ....................... 0.705 

Height of lmer end above fuselage reference plane, ft 0.690 
Height of upper end above fuselage reference plane, ft 1.395 
Chordat inboardend, ft ............... 0.227 
Chord at outboard end, ft ............... 0.162 

Jettisouable-nose fins 

Area (eachfin), sqft ................ 0.0845 
Aspect ratio.. .................... 0.75 
Taper ratio ...................... 0.25 
Span,ft ....................... 0.2535 
Fin length (center of gravity to on+quarter mean 

aerodynamic chord of fin}, ft ............ 0.550 
Root section 

Chord,ft ...................... 0.533 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 3 

Tip section 
Chord,ft ...................... 0.133 
Thickness, percent of chord ............. 3 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ............. 0.373 
Sueepback (g+percent-chord IJne), deg ....... 0 
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!lI!ABu II.- FIGURE INDEX 
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figure /.- The 0./6-scde mode/ of the MX-656 uirphne. 
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Figure 2.- A threequarter front view or the MX+p model wltn the 
landing war extended, the flapi deflected, and the no88 fins in 
the normal poeition. 
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I 
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Figure 3.- A three-quarter front view of the m-656 model with the 
nom fin8 in the nornK3lposition. 
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Figure 4.- A threequarter rear view of the m-656 model wf-L;h the 
noBe fine in the normal poeition. 
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Figure 5.- A three-quarter front view of the M&656 model mounted 
for yaw teste, without the noBe fins. 



. 



Figure 6.- The ~~656 model mounted in the Ames 7- by E-foot xind tunnel No. 2 for evaluation 
of the sting interference. 
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Figwe 7 - The /iff, buga and pifchhg-moment 
fares for the MX-656 mode/ in the Ames /6- 
foot high-speed wind funnel. 
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figure 8.- The voriufion of Reynolds number wifh Much 
num&er for the MX-656 mode/. 
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Figwe 9.- The uerocfynumic chumcfer/sf/cs of the MX-656 
model wifhout the nose fins. 
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Figu f 8 9. - Continued. 
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Figure 9.- Continued. 
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Figure 9.- Conchded. 
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Figure IO.- The uefodynumic chufucfefisfics of the MX-656 
model wifhouf the nose fins und the empennuge. 
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Figff fe iO.- Con hued. 
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Figuf e /O.- Conchfea! 
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Figufe I/.- The uefvdynumic chamc~efistics of the MX-656 mode/ 
wih? the nose fins in the nofmd position. /it O? 
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(6) Pifcbhg-momenf churacferisfics. 

Figure /I.- Conchded. 
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(a/ Lift chuf uctefisfics. 

Figu f e /2. - The uerodynumh chrucferisfics of the MX-656 model 
with fhe nose fins in fhe normal position. ‘:, ,- 54 
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figure /2.- Confinued. 
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(c) Drag chufuctefistics. 

Figure /2.- Continued. 
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Figure /.3- The uerodynumic churaclefisfics of fhe MX-656 
mode/ wifh fhe nose fins in the normal position. +f, /09 
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(b) Pi f chhg-momen f cbarucferis fits. 

Figure /3.-Con finued. 
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Figure /3.- Conchded 
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Figure /4.- The crsrodynomic churucferistics of fhe MX-656 
mode/ with the nose fins /n the normd position. aIf> 204 
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Figure 14. - Continued. 
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figure 14. - Conc/rrded. 
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(a) Liff charocferisiics. 

Figure /.5- The aerodynamic ChumctenWics of the M-656 model 
with the nose fins in the normal pos17ion. &,fi 309 
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Figure /5.- C onthue d. 
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Figure /6.- The oerodynumic chorocferisfics of fhe MX-656 mode/ 
wifhouf #he nose fins. 8,f ,30*. 
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Figun? /6.- CorMwed. 
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Figure /Z- Th e oero&numic ChufucterMcs of fhe MX-656 
mode/ withart the nose fins und the empennuge. a/f, 104 
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Figure ii7- Confhuea’. 
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Figure 18.- Continued 
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figure/g.- The uerodynumic chufucfefkfics of the MX-656 model 
wifhouf the nose fins. if ,-So; S/f ,30*. 
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figuf e IS.- Con finued. 
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Figure 2 O.- The uerodynamic chorucferisf/cs of fhe MX-656 
mode/ with #he /onding gear exfended. S/f, 30°; Sff, 50’; 
M, 0.25. 
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Figure 20.- Con ffnued, 
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figure 21. -Con fhued. 
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Figure 2/.- Conchded. 
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Figufe 22.- The effect of the nose fins on fhe vufiufion 
of pifchhg-moment coefficienf wifh fiff coefficient fof 
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Figure 22. - Con ffnued. 
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Figure 23.-Con f hued. 
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Figure 23~ Conchded. 
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Figure 24.- The effect of sevefu/ chungss in configufuftion 
on fhe vfffiofion of /iff coefficienf w/fh ungle Of affuck 
for the MX-656 mode/. 
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Figuf 8 24. - Continued. 
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Figure 25.- 7h8 8ff8Cf Of fh8 /eOding-8dg8 f/Up5 Ot? fbe VUfiUfiOl? 
of pitching-momenf coefficient with tiff coeffidenf for f/r8 
MX-656 mode/ wlfbouf fbe 17058 fins. 
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Figwe 25.- Cavtinued 
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Figure 25.- Concluded. 
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Fgure 26.- The effect of the /euding-8dg8 f/ups on fhe 
vufl-ufion of pitching-momenf coefficienf wifh angle of 
uffuck for fhe M-656 mode/. 
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A Complete mode/ /es5 nose fins 
q Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; S,f, 30” 
0 Comphfe model less nose fins and empennage 
0 Compiefe mode/ less nose fins and empennage; S/f, /O” 
0 Comp/efe mod81 185s nose fins and empennuge; 6,/, 20” 

./2 a08 .04 0 -.04 -.08 -. /2 ,/6 720 

Pifching-moment coeficcienf, Cm -57 

fbj Much number, 0.80. 

figwe 26.- con fhued. 
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A Compiefe mode/ less nose fins 
q Complete mode/ less nose fins; S,, , 30” 
o Complefe mode/ less nose fins and empennage 
o CornpIe fe model less nose fins and empennage; 6/f, /O” 
V Complefe mode/ less nose fins and empennage; S,f, 20° 

I I 

./2 .08 .04 0 -.04 --. 09 7 /2 -. /6 720 

Pifching-mumenf coefficienf , Cm 

(c) Much number, 0.90. 

Figure 26.- Conchdeo! 
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A Complete model less nose fii7s 
f3 Complete mode/ less nose fins; S/r, 30” 
0 Comp/ete mode/ less nose fins and empennage 
0 Camp/e te model /ess nose fins and empennage; S/f, /O O 
v Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins ond empennage; Slf, 200 

.04 .08 .I2 ./6 -20 .24 
Drug coeficient, CD 

.28 .32 .36 

. 

(a) Mach number, 0.40. 

Figure 2Z- The effecf of the leading-edge f/ups on the vuriofion 
of drag coefficient with lift coefficient for the MX-656modei 
wlfhouf the nose fins. 
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A Compiefe model /ess nose fins 
0 Complete mode/ less nose fins; Sif, 30” 
o Complete mode/ /ess nose fins and empennage 
o Complete mode/ less nose fins and empennage; 6/f, IO0 
v Complete mode/ less nose fins and empennage; S/f, 20” 

Drug CoetXiciennf, Cc 

lb) Mach numbsr, 0.80. 

Figure 2% Con finued. 
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. 

A Comp/ete mode/ less nose fins 
q Complete mode/ less nose fins; Slf, 30” 
o Comp/ete mode/ less nose fins and empennage 
0 Comp/ete mode/ less nose fins and empennage; 6/f, /O” 
v Complete mode/ less nose fins und empennuge; 6,f, 20” 

.04 .08 ./2 ./6 .20 .24 .28 .32 .3 
Drag we#icien$ Cc 

; 

fc/ Much number, 0.90. 
Figure 27!- Concluded 
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+ Compiefe mode/, nose fins in fhe normu/ posifion 
x Complefe mode/, nose fins in the normal posifion; S,f, /O O 
b Con@efe mode/, nose fins in fhe normdposifion; Sif, 20° 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; 6/f, 30° 
A Compiefe mode/ less nose fins 
q Compiefe mode/ less nose fins; S/f, 30” 

0 

-9 
‘T/2 .08 .04 0 704 ~08 Y/2 -716 -20 

Pifchlng- moment coeff/c/enf, Cm 

(a) Much number, 0.40. 

@we 28.- me effect of sevetvi changes in configufafion 
on the vu&f/on of pifching-moment coefficient with 
lift coefficient for fhe MX-656 model. 
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/.2 

.8 
& 

0 

+ Complefe model, nose fins in the normal posifion 
X COmp/8f8 mode/, nose fin5 in the nOrmU/ pOSifiOn; S/f, 10 o 
b Compiefe model, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; S/t, 20” 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in the normal posifion; 6/f, 30” 
A Complete model less nose fins 
o Complete mode/ less nose fins; 6lf, 30” 

I i+A I < 

Y I I I I I I I a I d m k-l 

I Iii i # 
/ /I 

.08 .04 0 ,04 708 T/2 ,I6 720 

FVtchhg- moment coefficient, Cm 

(b) Mach t?umb8f, 0.80. 

Figure 28.- Confinued. 
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. + Comp/e?e mode/, nose fins in fhe normu/ posifion 
X Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fbe normal posifion; 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe nofmo/posifioff; 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; 
A Comp/efe model less nose fins 
o Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; Slf, 30” 

S/f, 10” 
C/f, 20” 
6/f, 30” 

I I 

Pifchhg- momenf coeffck?n f, Cm 

,/6 

(c) Mach number, 0.90. 

Figure 28.- Concluded. 
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+ 
+ Complete mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion 
x Complefe mode/, nose fins in the normal posifion; 6,, , /O O 
b Com@efe mode/, nose fins in the normdposifion; S/f, 20° 
b Compfefe mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; 6/f, 30° 
A Complefe model less nose fins 
u Complete mode/ less nose fins; 6,fJ 30” 

. 
- 

Pitching-momenf co8 fficienf, Cm 

fu) Much number, 0.40. 

Figure 29.- The effect of severd changes in configurufion 
on fhe vuriafion of pitching-momenf coefficient wifh angle 
Of UffUck for fhe MX-656 model. 
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20 

+ Complefe mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion 
x Complefe mode/, nose fins in fhe norm& posifion; Glf ~ 10 O 
b Complefe mode/, nose fins in fhe normuiposifion; S/f, 20” 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe normu/ posifion; 6/f, 30” 
A Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins 
q Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; S/f, 30” 

.I2 .08 .04 0 704 -. 08 -./2 -./6 720 

Pifching- moment toe fficien f , Cm 

(b) Much number, 0.80. 

figure 29.- Continued. 
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+ Complete mode/, nose fins in the normal posifion 
X Compfefe mode/, nose fins in th8 nofmd posifion; 6’f I 10 O 
b Coqoiefe mode/, nose fins in fhe nofmo/posifion; 6/f, 20” 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe nofmu/ posifion; 6/f, 30” 
A Comp/efe model less nose fins 
cl Comphfe mode/ less nose fins; E/f, 30° 

v.12 .m 04 0 -.oG- k? -./2 -.I6 -20 

pifchlirg-momenf coefficief$ Cm 

fc) Much number,0.90. 

Figuf e 29: Concluded. 
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X Complefe mod84 nose fins in fhe no/ma/ posifion; &, 10 O 
b Conp/efe mode/, nose fins ii; fhe norms/ posifion; &, 20* 
b Comp/efe mode/, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; 61 f * 30° 
A Comp/efe model less nose fins 
q Complefe mode/ /ess nose fins; 6/f, 30” 

0 04 -08 ./2 ./6 .20 -24 .28 32 -36 
Dmg coeffikY??n$ GjJ 

(01 Much numbec 0.40. 

Fgure 30.- The effecf of severa/ changes in configufof~on 
on fh8 variaf~on of drag coefficienf wifh If-IY COBff/c/Bnf 
for the MX-656 mode/. 
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X Complete mode/’ nose fins in the nOfmU/ position; 6/f, 10 * 
b Coni@efe mode/, nose fins in the nofma/posifion; 6/f, 20” 
b Comp/efe model, nose fins in fhe nofma/ posifion; 6/f I 30” 
A Comp/efe mode/, less nose fins 
o Complefe model, less nose fins; 6/f, 30° 

-- 
.04 .m ./2 .20 -28 .36 

/b) Much number, 0.80. 

figure 30.~Confinueu! 
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X Gomplefe mode/, nose fifls in fbe norm& posifion; 6/f, 10” 
b Corqolefe mode/, nose fins in fhe normdposifion; S/f I ZOO 
b Comp/efe model, nose fins in fhe normal posifion; 6/f, 30” 
A Complefe mode/ less nose fins 
0 Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; S/f, 30” 

.- 
0 .04 .m 12 -16 20 .24 28 -32 .36 

Drzq coefjcli=l’en~ CD 

(c) Moth number, 0.90. 

Figure 30.- Conchded. 
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CoAsfcmf c 
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70 1 I I 
.% .3 .4 .5 

Much number, M 

F*re3/.- The vuriution of pifchhg-moment coefficient bb#h Mach 
number for the MX-656 mode/ wifhout #be nose fibs. 

. 
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I 
h 
s O 
-c 
8 

-.04 

.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .I .8 .9 LO 
Much number, M p@7 

Fgure 32.- The yuriufion of pifching-momenf coefficienf w/th Mach 
number for fhe MX- 656 mode/ wifh the nose fins in fhe normal 
posmn. 
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Cenfef of gmvify 

I y@sy 

Figure 337The vofiidio* of /iff-curve dope und neuffui 
point wifh Much number for the AM-656 mode/ 
wifhouf fhe nose fins. 
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2 4 6 8 10 /2 14 16 18 
Angle of uffackJ 4 deg 

Rgure 347 The wrioth of horizonfd-toil effectiveness with ong/e 
of atiack for the MX-656 mode/ wltlcI fhe nose fins in fhe 
normal position. 

. 
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Much number, M 
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Angie of uffack, a# &g 

Figure 35.- The vafiufion of he cukuhfed dowffwush angle at 
fhe fail wit/, Much num&er and angle of uffuck for fhe 
MX-656 mode/ wifhouf the nose fins* 
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0 

-2 

A Complete model less nose fins; it, 0’ 
0 Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; if, 0’; s/f, 30, 
d Comp/efe mode/ less nose fins; jf,-s’; &f ,30’ 

06 04 .oz 0 -P2 -L74 -.06 -08 y/O 
Hlhge-momenf coefficienf, t++f 

/a) Much number, 0.40. 

figure 36.- The variafion of horizmfai- full hinge-moment 
coefficient wifh /if# coefficienf for fhe MX-656 mode/ 
wifhouf fhe nose fins. 
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.8 

0 

-2 

A Complefe mode/ /ess nose fins ; if, o” 
q Complete mode/ less nose fins; if, o”,- aIf, 30’ 
~1 Complete mode/ fess nose fins; /f,-50; 6// ~ 300 

.06 04 .G2 0 -02 -D4 706 -.08 Y/O 
Hinge -momen f coeflkien f, Chf 

. 

. 

fb) Much number, 0.80. 

Figure 36.4onfinued. 
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A Complete model less nose fins; if, 0’ 
q Complete mode/ less nose fins; if, 0.’ s/f; 30” 
a Complefe mode/ less nose fins; +,-5’; a,fa300 .“I.*. 

LO 

.2 

0 

-2 
D6 D4 .02 0 -.OZ -.04 -.m -.08 -JO 

Hinge-momen f cwfficiennf, Ch, 

Ic/ Much numbef, 0.90. 

Figure 36.-Concluded. 
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a, O" a, 3' 

a, 4' 

(a) Angles of attack, O", 3', 4', 5', 6', To. A-%&Z 

Figure 37.- Tufts on the m-656 mod&l without the nose fine at 
0.40 &oh nmber and 0' yaw. 





IEACA RM A5OAO3 log 

a, 8' a, 9 
0 

a, 12' a, 15' 
=qz&7 

A-13603 

(b) Angles of attack, 8', go, X0, 15O. 

Figure 37.- Concluded. 
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a, O0 

a, 4O 

a, 6' 

a, 3' 

a, 5' 

a, 'To 

(a) Angles of attack, O", 3', 4O, 5O, 6O, 70. A-13604 

figure 38.- Tufts on the Mx-656 model without the nose fins at 
O.&IMaohnumber andO yaw. 
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a, 12' 

(II) hgles of attack, 8O, go, 12'. 

Figure 38.- Concluded. 
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A-13605 
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a, 4’ 

0 
a, 2 

a, 6’ 

a, 8O a, go 

-Es7 
A-13606 

Figure 39.- Tuf'ts on the MICA56 model without the nose fins at 
0.90 Mach number and 0' yaw. 
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117 

a, O" a, 2O 

. 

l 

a, 4’ 
a, 6’ 

a, 8O 

w 
A-13607 

Figure 40 .- Tufts on the MX-6% model without the no88 fins at 
0.925 Msch number and 0' yaw. 
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3c, A0 *, 3O 

$, o” % 3O 

- 
A-13608 

(a) Angles of yaw, 4 3Or o”, 3O. 

Figure 41.- Wts on the Mx4~ model wfthout the nose ftis at 
0.40 Mach number and 6.2O angle of attack. 
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- 
A-13609 

(b) ~nglea of SW, 6’, g O, 12O, 15O. 

Figure 41.- Concluded. 
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9, A0 Ji, -3O 

f, o” *r, 3O 

- 
A-13610 

(a) Angles of yaw, -6O, 3O, o", 3O. 

Figure 42.- Tufts on the m-656 mod&without the no88 fins at 0.80 
Mach number and 6.2’ angle of attack. 
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9, l2O % 15O 

- 
A-13611 

(b) Angles of yaw, 60, go, x0, 15O. 

Figure 42.-Concluded. 
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$, o" *, 3O 

- 
A-13612 

(a) Angles of yaw, -60, 3O, o", 3O. 

Figure 43.- Tufts on the m-656 model without the nose fins at 0.90 
Mach number and 6.2’ angle of attack. 
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Jr, 6' 

*, l2O *, 15O 

- 
A-13613 

(b) Angles of yaw, 6', 9 O, l2O, 15O. 

Figure 43.- Concluded. 
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